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Free Essay: ASSES THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE MEDIA AND CRIME? The media holds a great deal of
power in the portrayal of.

The media present the group in a negative stereotypical fashion and exaggerate the scale of the problem. To
illustrate this the predominant theories of crime can be assembled in a simple model. The media also
exaggerate risks of certain groups of people becoming victims of crime such as young women and old people.
New York. In the past media has had the power to exaggerate crime to such an extent that the public rise up in
panic about, because they feel like it is a much bigger problem than it is. For example bikers in different parts
of the country ho misbehaved could be seen as part of a more general underlying problem of disorderly youth.
Volume  However although the disorder was minor the media over reacted. On the basis of this, most Media
networks target their broadcasting at the largest possible audience because the broader their coverage, the
greater the potential commercial audience and the easier their selling air time becomes. They want to live
material life like the celebrities and politicians without knowing the source of their wealth. If a man is seen as
deviant, his action can attract negative sanction such as avoidance and ridicule. It vary according to a range of
circumstance, and covers a very wide range of behavior. Unequivocally, crime is a behaviour that breaks the
formal written laws of society, and if it is committed the criminal will be arrested, charged and prosecuted.
However, it assumes societies reaction to a crime is always an over reaction- who is to decide what is an
overreaction and what is the real problem? The main relationship between media and crime is that of moral
panics over crime, a big part of this is how media reports crime. Press coverage sends signals to audiences
about the importance of mentioned issues, while framing the news induces the unsuspecting viewer into a
particular response. Therefore the media has a big relationship in that it can sensationalise crime, make it seem
accessible and exciting whilst causing massive moral panics about the values of society being crushed in a
single act. Aldine de Gruyler. Noticeably, the media exaggeration and distortion of youth violence and Role of
Mass Media In Relation To Crime and Deviance â€” Jan - 19 P a g e crime are strongly decreasing compare to
recent pass. Labelling of someone as deviant can have long-term consequences on a person's social identity,
and it can be primary deviance or secondary deviance. By dramatising the threat to society in the form of a
folk devil the media raises the collective conscience and reasserts social controls when central values are
threatened. Entman describes framing as "the process of culling a few elements of perceived reality and
assembling a narrative that highlights connections among them to promote a particular interpretation.


